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Hassaniya Arabic transcript: 
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English translation: 
 
S: And how did you initially overcome the language difference? When you first arrived, 
were there language learning programs?  
Man: Spanish language or Arabic? 
S: Spanish, of course. 
Man: The Spanish language… aaa… I mean, when we were here [in the refugee camps], 
they usually used to give us… aaa… in this [educational] system we used to follow – the 
Saharawi system that we used to follow here included Spanish as a course at school. I 
believe that… aaa… we used to have it in the third, fourth and fifth grades of primary 
school… aaa… We used to get Spanish classes and… aaa… so we had some vocabulary 
and basic Spanish grammar… aaa… in a way, I mean… aaa… I mean, to a slight degree 
but it was… aaa… but the majority of the students had the basics of Spanish… aaa… and 
our pronunciation in Hassaniya also greatly contributed… aaa… Or, our dialect 
Hassaniya greatly contributed to… aaa… to learning Spanish compared to people from 
other countries who studied with us in Cuba… aaa… and especially the Arabs… aaa… I 
mean, we are the best foreigners in speaking Spanish or at least the Spanish spoken in 
Cuba. And… aaa… we were in a time… at least in my case and in the case of people who 
were with me, we were in a time… aaa… when we had great interest in education… 
aaa… and we had… I mean, we didn’t have these changes that have happened after the 
ceasefire, and market integration… aaa… and the lack of interest for education amongst 
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the later generations... aaa… We did not have that problem; all the people wanted to learn 
Spanish and get an education.  
And the Cubans contributed with all the means – the man-power and the economic means 
and technologically – everything – so that we can learn Spanish. Aaa… And so, when 
you first arrive, you have the first year just to learn Spanish. After you learn Spanish… 
aaa… I mean – and then you can continue with the programs. We enter the Cuban 
educational system and we start school normally, I mean – in the normal way. 
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